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Abstract 
The design of an oceanographic platform can be defined as the rational 
specification of the platform dimensions and geometry. This specification 
is usually the result of an iterative process which compares the platform 
performance with the objectives to be reached and the logistic constraints 
to be met. This report describes such an exercise. 
The scientific objectives - measurements of heat flux at the ocean 
surface - are first outlined. The limits of heave and roll motion compatible 
with the desired measurement accuracy are then established. Given the 
stochastic nature of platform response, these limits are stipulated in terms 
of expected means. 
A review is then made, in some detail, of the analytical approach 
followed and of the computer programs used to compute the statistical 
expectations of buoy heave and roll response to random sea excitation. 
The next section of the report describes the comprehensive parametric 
study performed on some twenty different buoy configurations. The purpose 
of this study was first to investigate the dynamic response of a plausible 
base line design and of modified versions of the base line. A comparison 
of the dynamic response of these configurations could then"be made, and 
the good features that this comparison would reveal could be used to design 
the buoy prototype. Following this approach a final configuration was 
specified which would meet the rather severe motion requirements (0. 2 feet 
RMS in heave and 5. 0 degrees RMS in roll in sea state 3). 
The final section describes the techniques recommended to deploy and 
recover the 60 feet long buoy prototype. 
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1.  Platform Purpose and Design Constraints. Conceptual Spar Buoy. 
1. 1. Scientific Objectives 
The objective of the project that is summarized in this report 
was to design a stable platform from which the following measurements 
could be made: 
1. dry- and wet-bulb temperature 
2. wind speed 
3. ocean water temperature 
4. net radiation 
5. wave height 
Items 1, 2 and 3 can be used to calculate the sensible and evap-
orative heat loss of the ocean by the profile method. These heat losses 
and Item 4 can be combined to obtain the total heat loss of the ocean, 
which is the scientific objective of the measurements. 
Temperature and wind speed measurements were to be made at 
6 logarithmically spaced stations located between 3 and 10 meters above 
the buoy's waterline (Figure 1 ). Wave height was to be measured by 
a wave gauge mounted at the waterline. The water temperature was to 
be measured at various depths. 
The wave height measurements document the wave conditions. 
The water temperature measurements may be used to calculate 
!, 	 temperature gradients caused by heat loss to the air. 
1.2. Heave and Roll Stability Requirements 
Acceptable limits on the buoy's motion were set by considering 
the errors that the motion would produce in calculated heat fluxes. 
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The RMS heave and RMS roll of the buoy were picked to describe its 
motion. The general consensus was that it would be unwise to attempt 
to launch or recover the buoy in greater than sea state 3. Consequently, 
the RMS motion limits were arbitrarily specified for sea state 3. 
Some description of profiles and turbulent transport in the 10m 
above the sea is necessary to understand the analyses by which the 
RMS motion limits were calculated. This will be given next, and then 
the RMS motion limits will be derived. 
Momentum and heat are transported away from the ocean's surface 
by turbulence. As a result of this transport, the wind speed U (associated 
with momentum transport), and temperature T and specific humidity q 
of the air (associated with heat transport) are not constant with respect 
to time or height above mean sea level (MSL). A time series of either 
U, T, or q comprises fluctuations about an average value. Thirty minute 
averages of a series are typically used in the profile method for describ-
ing heat and momentum transport. (The data from the buoy will be analyzed 
by application of the profile method.) The averages are functions of height 
Z above MSL that are described by 
V = 	 (pn Z - (1) Zo 
where: V is a 30 min average of either U, T, or q, 
and Z
o 
are constants, and 
1' is a function of Z and of the stability of the atmosphere 
(which is described by L, the Monin-Obukhov length) 
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As Table 1 shows, if V represents T, then V * is proportional 
to the sensible heat flow in the air Q 
S'  which is the heat transported 
by dry air in turbulent motion. Sensible heat is a manifestation of 
the heat capacity of the air. Similarly, if V represents q, then 
V* is proportional to the evaporative heat flow in the air Q E , 
which is the heat transported by water vapor. Evaporative heat flow 
is a manifestation of the latent heat of vaporization of water. 
If averages of V are computed for two different heights Z a and 
Z b above MSL, their difference i s described by 
. 	 i 	 \ 	 , , „ 
	
V - V b  = V., 	 in Za - ( Y(Za) - T ( 7-b)) 	 (2) a 	 -,' 
Z b 
For the analysis described below, the difference of iv is 
assumed to be small compared to 2, n Z a /Zb . 
(Z a ) - 	 (Zb) < < 9, fl Za 	 (3) 
Zb 
The terms involving ly are then ignored and 
Va - Vb S" V* in Za 	 (4) 
Zb 
As mentioned above, the profile method will be applied to 
measurements at a number of heights Z of U, T, and q (represented 
by V in Equations (2) and (4)) to obtain Qs and QE (represented by V* 
in Equations (2) and (4). 
This can be done by using the method of least squares on 
Equation (4). The fitting parameter would be V * and the data would 
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Table 1 
Profile Variables and Constants 
Profile 	 Variable, V 	 Constant, V. 
1. 
Momentum Flux 	 Wind Speed, U 
	
U * = 0.0373 1J 10 
Sensible Heat 	 Temperature, T 
	 T* = Qs /(0•4pC p s_.,TT *) Z. 
Flux, Qs 
Evaporative Heat 	 Specific Humidity, q 	 q * = Q E /(0.4px U * ) 3 * 
Flux, QE 
1. Subscript of U10 indicates measurement height (in meters) 
above MSL 
2. p = density of air 
C p = specific heat of dry air 
3. x = latent heat of vaporization of water 
Table 2 
Buoy Design Specifications 
(Sea State 3) 
Motion 	 Symbol 
	
Specification 	 Period 
Heave 	 6.0 cm 	 25 sec 
Roll 
	
4. 9 ° 
	
25 sec 
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would be pairs of averages (V a and Vb) and pairs of heights (Z a 
and Zb). When the value of each V * (one for U, T, and q (Table 1)) 
is known, then Qs and Q E can be calculated. 
For the analysis described here, the least squares procedure 
will be simulated by choosing Z a and Zb as follows: 
1. Za will be the height (10m above MSL) of the top sensor 
2. Zb will be a geometric average of the heights of the top 
and bottom (3m above MSL) sensor 
Z b -- 	 /30 m = 5.48 m 
	 (5) 
The choice of Zb is an attempt to simulate the averaging of a 
number of heights that would occur in the method of least squares. 
The calculation of V * will be simulated by the solution of Equation 
(4) (for V * ). 
(V a - Vb) 
V* - 
	 (6) 
9.n Za 
Zb 
All of the above discussion presumes that measurements are 
made at fixed heights above MSL. 
The effects of the buoy's motion will be considered next. Its motion 
will be separated into heave and roll. These will be modeled by simple 
sinusoidal motions that are described by the following equations: 
1. heave: 
Z = Z0 + h sin w ht 	 (7) 
2. roll: 
2 
Z = Z o (cos 0 - 1) + Z o Zo - Zo2 
	
(8) 
2 
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In the last equation, Z ci (Figure 2 ) is the distance of a point from 
the buoy's CM, and d is the distance from MSL to the CM (here d 5.7m). 
(Note that rolling motion always decreases the height of a sensor above 
MSL (Figure 2). ) 
If the buoy's motion were taken into account in the estimate of 
V * (Equation (6)), a second estimate V i* could be made 
V 
a 
- Vb  V, - 
tni Za + Zra 
 Zb + Z rb 
(13)  
Since the buoy is moving, either estimate V * , or V*, is likely 
to be valid, and the percent difference between these represents a 
measurement error that cannot be avoided. Thus, the percent uncer-
tainty P in the estimate of V * is 
„ 
P = V* - 	 V* - v* _ 
v* 
where 
I. Z ra - Zrb (15) 
	
Z 	 Zb  
tril Za 1 
Zb 
Note, for example, that V * is proportional to Qs if V = T. As 
a result, the percent uncertainty in Q s is also P 
	
Qs QS 	 p 	 (16) 
Qs 
(14)  
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(Qs is the estimate of sensible heat obtained from V. ) A similar 
situation applies to q and to Q E . 
Equation (15) applies to either heave or roll motion. If P for 
roll is to be calculated, then -Z ra and -Z r b for roll (Equations (11) 
and (12)) must be substituted into Equation (13). (The minus signs 
are explained in the paragraph that contains Equation (12)). Similarly, 
if P for heave is to be calculated, the Z ra and Zr b for heave must be 
substituted. 
If the errors for both heave and roll are specified as 0.5%, or 
P = .005 
	 (17) 
then the amplitudes of motion h or E4 0 can be calculated from 
Equation (15) by substitution of either Equation (10) or Equations 
(11) and (12), respectively. The results of this calculation are 
tabulated in Table 2. These were used as the design specifications 
for the amplitude of the buoy's motion. 
The design specifications for the buoy's natural periods of 
heave and roll were obtained by requiring that both be five times 
larger than a reasonable data sampling period of five seconds. This 
allows a sensor to sample three different elevations during one 
natural period of the buoy's motion and produces some spatial 
averaging. Hopefully, the spatial average of many samples will 
approach the average that would be obtained if the buoy were 
motionless. 
1. 3. Logistic Constraints 
The type of measurements described above and the desire to 
launch and recover the buoy from as small a boat as possible create 
a number of problems. One problem is launch and recovery of the 
buoy. The sensors are delicate; they stick out from the buoy's 
centerline; they are placed on all sides of the buoy. These compli-
cate the handling and storage under the best of conditions. And in 
moderate seas, once the buoy is partially in the water, the boat and 
the buoy can move independently, which increases the chance that 
the sensor arms or the wave gauge will be damaged by unavoidable 
collisions with the boat. For these reasons, the launch and recovery 
procedures were considered as part of the buoy design project 
(Section 5). 
Another problem relates to the size of the boat required to 
safely handle the buoy. A large, heavy buoy requires large deck 
space for storage. It also requires large, heavy duty cranes for 
handling and a long, unobstructed expanse of rail for launching. A 
design philosophy that was used was that the frequency of use of a 
buoy is related to its ease of handling, and hence, to its size and 
weight. Thus, a large, heavy buoy would be used less frequently 
than a short, light one. 
But the ease of handling conflicts directly with the need to mini- 
mize motion of the buoy. The motion of the buoy in the sea states for 
which it was intended is its most important design specification. This 
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occurs because the magnitude of the buoy's motion determines the 
size of the systematic errors in the calculation of heat flux by the 
profile method. (Large motions introduce large errors. ) A long, 
heavy buoy is more stable than a shorter, lighter one. Thus, a 
compromise had to be effected between the conflicting requirements 
of measurement accuracy and a large, stable buoy on one hand and the 
requirements of handling ease and a small light buoy on the other. 
1.4. Tentative Buoy Design  
A spar buoy of approximate dimensions to accomodate the 
scientific requirements and logistic constraints was designed by 
A.P. L. and W.H.O.I. This tentative design would serve as the base 
line for subsequent computer analysis and comparative study of base 
line modifications. This base line buoy was 60 feet long and weighed 
approximately 2,900 pounds (without water in the ballast tank). 
Solid ballast was adjusted for the water line to be 31 feet from the 
lower end of the buoy. The main components of the buoy were: 
A spar mast made of two sections of aluminum 6061T6 pipe. 
The upper section was made of 8" schedule 10 pipe (8.625" 
0.D. with 0.148" wall thickness). The lower section was made 
of 8" schedule 40 pipe (8.625" 0.D. with 0.322" wall thickness). 
Both sections were 20 feet long. The two sections were flange 
bolted. 
A cylindrical buoyancy tank, made of aluminum, dimensions 
3.25 feet diameter by 4.0 feet length. The buoyancy tank was 
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filled with 2 lbs/cu.ft foam. The top and bottom plates were 
3/8" thick, the wall plate 3/16". 
- A cylindrical water ballast tank also made of aluminum, same 
diameter as the buoyancy tank but with a length of 6. 0 feet. 
Wall thickness 1/8". Holes in the wall permit free flooding of 
the tank. 
- A circular damping plate, 4.0 feet in diameter, made of 1/2 
inch thick aluminum. The damping plate supports the solid 
ballast and the electronic package. 
- A stem, 20 feet long, made of 8 inch schedule 40 aluminum 
pipe, passing through the buoyancy and ballast tanks, and 
connecting the damping plate to the rest of the buoy. 
- The instrumentation which included a net radiometer, 6 
meteorological sensors, 9 water temperature sensors, and 
a wave gauge. The base line buoy design is depicted in 
Figure No. 1. 
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2. Description of Heave and Roll Response Analysis  
2.1. Analytical Approach  
2.1.1. Heave and Roll Response to Single Harmonic Wave 
2.1.1.1. Assumptions  
The mathematical models used in this study to investigate the 
heave and roll response of spar buoys to single harmonic waves 
are based on the following assumptions. 
- The water particles move in circular orbits of exponentially 
decreasing amplitude, the parametric equations of their 
• 	 motion being: 
E = A e 	 sinw t 	 (18) 
n = A e -kz cost 
In these expressions A is the wave amplitude, w the wave 
angular frequency, k the wave number (k = w 2 /g, g being 
the gravity acceleration) and z the depth below the mean 
water level. 
- The diameter of the buoy is small compared to the wave 
length, and it is assumed that the presence of the buoy does 
not alter the shape of the wave. 
- Drag and damping forces are linearly proportional to water 
particle and buoy velocity. Values for the linearized drag 
and damping coefficients are obtained by making the assump-
tion that the actual nonlinear drag force and the equivalent 
linear damping force dissipate the same amount of energy 
per cycle. 
- 15 - 
The center of roll is at the buoy center of gravity. 
- Coupling between roll and heave is neglected, a fair assump-
tion when dealing with axisymmetric buoys. (Reference No. 4) 
- The buoy can be represented, for modeling at least, by a 
collection of hollow or solid cylinders of appropriate 
• dimensions. 
2. 1. 1. 2 Equations of Heave and Roll Motion  
a. Heave Motion 
The differential equation of motion in heave is obtained from 
• Newton's law 
X Fi = (m + mi) = my X 	 (20) 
where Fi is the sum of the vertical forces applied to the buoy, 
m is the buoy mass, m' is the added mass of the buoy due to the 
water entrained in the vertical direction, and m y = m + m' is the 
buoy virtual mass when moving in the vertical direction. 
To illustrate the derivation of the equation of heave motion, 
let us consider a spar buoy with shape and dimensions as shown 
on Fig. 3 . The forces acting on this buoy are: 
- Its weight "W" 
- The resultant "P" of the pressure forces exerted by water 
particles on the top and bottom plates of the watertight 
compartments of the buoy. The pressure p at a depth z is 
• given by 
P = pg (z + Ae - kz coswo 	 (21) 
- 16 - 
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At the bottom of the buoyancy tank 
Z = x + h2 
where h2 = depth of the bottom plate below buoy water line. 
Assuming x« h 2 , the upwards pressure force PB on the tank 
bottom is thus given by 
PB = pg{ x + hz + Ae -kh2 cos wt } SB 
where SB = area of bottom plate subjected to water pressure 
(the entire area of the plate in this case). 
Similarly the pressure force P T on the top plate of the 
buoyancy tank is given by 
PT = p g 
	 + h1 + Ae -kh l cos 03 t} S T 
where ST = area of top plate subjected to water pressure. 
If the spar mast has a cross section Sm and is watertight, 
then obviously S T = S B - Sm . The resultant P will be the 
difference between the bottom pressure force and top pressure 
force. Being in the upwards direction, P = - (P B - PT) '• e. 
{ 	
-kh2 -khi 
P = - p g (SB - ST) x + (hz SB - h1 ST) - A coshlt (SBe -S Te) 
The constant terms in the expression of the pressure force 
must equal the buoy static weight W. This can be easily established. 
Noting that 
h2 = h i + H 
where H = length of the buoyancy tank, the constant terms 
p g (S Bh2 - SThi 
can be written: 
- 18 - 
P g[SB (h 1 + H) - STh i] = p g [(S B - ST ) h 1 + SBH] 
which obviously is the sum of the weight of the water displaced 
by the immersed portion of the mast and by the buoyancy tank 
under equilibrium conditions, and therefore is equal to the buoy 
weight. 
The sum of the weight force and the pressure force can then 
be in general expressed by: 
-kh. 
p + W 	 -pg (S B - S T) x + (p gXe 	 S i ) A coswt 	 (22) 
where Si is the surface at a depth hi subjected to the pressure. 
Si is positive if the pressure exerted upon it is in the upwards 
direction, and vice versa S i is negative if the pressure exerted 
upon it is in the downwards direction. 
This expression can further be simplified and written: 
	
P +NV = - Cx + MA cos to t 	 (23) 
where 
	
C = P g (S B - ST ) = p g S.m 	 (24) 
is the heave restoring force constant and 
-kh. 	 _032h. 
M = p 	 Si e 	 = pg ESieg 	 (25) 
The damping force "D", which is the sum of the individual 
damping forces exerted by the water which resists buoy vertical 
motion, i. e. 
D= 
	
Di . 	 (26) 
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The damping force D i on a buoy component is assumed to be 
directly proportional to the buoy speed k . It will therefore 
be of the form 
	
Di = 
	 (27) 
where bi is the linearized coefficient of damping associated 
with buoy heave motion. 
It can be shown (Reference No. 1 ) that the general expression 
of linearized damping coefficients "d" for periodic motion of ampli-
tude X and frequency co is of the form 
Xd = 4 P 	 S 
37r 
where p = water mass density = 2 slugs/ft 3 
C D = conventional drag coefficient 
S = area normal to the flow. 
In order to keep the differential equation of heave motion 
linear, an arbitrary constant value X b of average heave motion 
must be selected to compute the linearized damping coefficients 
b. . The value of Xb 
 selected is left as an input for the program 
users. One can use, for example, a reasonable fraction of the 
average wave amplitude for the sea state considered in a given 
study. 
The expression of b i then becomes 
	
b. = 4 0 C r, Si 	 - b' 3 7r 	 , 
The total damping force is thus finally 
= 	 D. = 	 4 nr 	 y (28) 
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or simply 
D= -BX 
	 ( 2 9) 
with 
B= w 	 p C Di Si 	 = (I) 1)1 
i 	 37r 
(30) 
The induced drag force "G" which is the sum of the individual 
drag forces resulting from water particles impinging with a 
vertical velocity n. , i. e. 
G =G 	 (31)  
The drag force Gi exerted on the buoy component "i " is 
again assumed to be linear and expressed by 
G 	 = C n 	 (32) 
where C i is the linearized coefficient of drag associated with 
particle velocity. 
Following previous reasoning the expression of C i will be 
_ given by 
— C• = —4 p C D. Si Xc w = w C: 1 	 1 
where X c is now the arbitrary average value of wave amplitudes 
retained for the particular study. 
A comment should also now be made regarding the water 
particle velocity n . It will be recalled that the expression of n 
 is 
11 = - 	
-kz Awe sin w t 
In the case of a plate or a cylinder of small height placed at a 
distance h below the buoy W. L. and if x « n , then z h 
and the speed of the water particles acting on this plate is well 
established. On the other hand, if the cylinder is one of con- 
, 
siderable height, as for example the buoyancy tank shown in 
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Fig. No. 2 then the speeds at the top and at the bottom must be 
somehow averaged and replaced by a unique equivalent speed. 
For simplicity, one could consider this averaged speed to be 
the speed at the depth of the cylinder midpoint. For the buoyancy 
tank previously mentioned this speed would then be: 
Awe -k(h 1 + 2 sinwt 
More appropriate values of equivalent depths could also be devised. 
With these remarks in mind, the expression of the friction force 
becomes 
	
4 	 -kz 	 (33) G = G. = -Awsinwtp— Di  S.X e i 	 3ir i 	 c 
zi being the true or the equivalent depth of the component "i". 
More simply written, 
G = -NAwsinwt 
	 (34) 
with 	 032 
- --z. 4 	 — -kz 	 g 1 N = tiq-prpCD. S i Xc e 	 i = wYC i e 
The inertial force "I" which is the sum of the individual inertial 
forces produced by the water particles vertical acceleration n , i.e. 
I = 	 r. 	 (35) 
The inertial force Ij  exerted on the buoy component "i" is of 
the form: I 	 = m t. n 	 (36) 
where 	 is the added mass of the component "i" and is given by: 
	
= pC V. 	 (37) m. 
with Cm. = added mass coefficient of component "i " 
Vi = volume of the ith component (ft 3 ). 
The values of C 	 and Vi depending of course on the dimensions 
and shape of the component "i", are left as an input for the 
program users. 
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The remarks on the averaged value of the water particle speed 
also apply for the water particle acceleration. 
The expression of the inertial force "I" is therefore given 
by 
 
= 	 I = -Aw 2 cos tot 	 mt. e 	 (38) 
or simply, 
I = -QAco 2 cos t 	 ( 3 9) 
with 
w 2 
-kz. 
Q = X m'.e 	 =p Cm, V• e g 	 (40) 
Using the force expression yields the differential equation 
of heave motion of the buoy, namely: 
- Cx + MAcosto t - Bk - NAw sin w t - QAw 2cos to t = m
v3i 	 (41) 
or, 
Cx + Bk + mvk = A{ (M - (0 2Q) cos cot - Ncosini.o t } 
	 (42) 
This expression can be further reduced to: 
Cx + Bk + m
v
x = Fo cos ( to t + 	 (43) 
where F0 , the exciting force is given by 
F0 = A 1/(M - Q 2)2 + (No) )2 	 (44) 
and a , the phase angle between the wave and the force is 
given by 
-1 • 	 N 
= tan 	 (45) M - 6.) 2Q 
The integration of this differential equation yields the heave 
response of the buoy to a simple harmonic wave (Reference No. 2 ). 
The heave expression is then: 
- 23 - 
A 	 '14M - 03 2 Q) 2 + (Nw ) 	 (46) x = 	 cos ( w t + 
	 + ) 
- mv 63 2 )2 + (L0B) 2 
where 11) the phase angle between the exciting force and the 
heave response is in turn given by: 
= tan -1 - w 2 bi (47) 
PgSm - 	 w 2 
Finally the phase angle 40 between wave and heave response 
is the sum of the phase angles a and IP , that is 
= a + 	 p 	 (48) 
b. Roll Motion 
The differential equation of roll motion is obtained with the 
help of Newton's law for rotating bodies, namely: 
1`4 1 = (i + IF )0 = iv 6 	 (49) 
where M 1 = sum of the moments applied to the buoy 
I = moment of inertia with respect to the buoy center 
of gravity (c.g. ) 
IF = added moment of inertia due to entrained water, 
also with respect to buoy c.g. 
I
v 
= virtual moment of inertia = I + I F 
The moments applied to the buoy are: 
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The righting moment "M r ", which opposes roll 
motion. Its value is given by: 
M.
r 
= - Wg—m- (0- (f) ) 
	
(50) 
where 8 is the angle of roll measured from the vertical, 
(1) is the wave slope, and Uri is the distance from the 
buoy c. g. to the buoy metacenter. 
Thus, 
Mr = - Wgi—E (0 - kA sin wt) 
	 (51) 
The damping moment "M D", produced by the damping 
forces resisting the buoy roll motion. Its expression is 
derived as follows. 
Let us consider an elementary buoy section at a distance r 
from the buoy c.g. (see Fig. No. 4). 
d(r) V•• 
••••• n • ....•• • • • . • 
• • .• 
dF 
'e 4 
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The elementary damping force on this element will be 
assumed to be of the form: 
dF 
	
h (r) r 0 cos 0 
or, for small angles of roll 
dF = b (r) r 0 
where b(r) is a linearized damping coefficient again given by: 
4 b (r) = 
	 p CD S(r) X(r) 
3 Tr 
with 
p = fluid density = 2 slugs/ft 3 
CD = drag coefficient for cylinders, normal flow 
S(r) , area across the flow = d(r) dr 	 with d(r) the 
cylinder diameter at distance r 
X(r) = amplitude of cyclic motion at distance r 
X(r) = r 0 (in order to keep the equation of motion linear an 
arbitrary constant value of 0 must be selected, 
say 0 	 = 	 ). 
= angular frequency of cyclic motion, which under steady 
state conditions should equal the frequency of the ex-
citing wave. 
The expression of the damping force thus becomes: 
4 dF = ( — p C
D 
El- d(r ) r dr) r 
3 Tr 
Or 
' dF =cw d(r) r dr 0 
where 
3 Tf 
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The moment of this elementary force is: 
dMD = -r Fp- = 	 w d(r) r 3 dr 
and the total damping moment is found from 
r 	 =s 
1 
MD ,00563 	 fi(r1) ri3 
r 	 = o 
r 	 = kg 
2 
+ 	 (r2  ) r 3 dr 2 	 2 
r 	 = o 
(52)  
or 
1 2 
MD = -B e (53)  
where 
r 	 = s 
1 r 2 = kg 
B 	 _cm) fr 
1 c
fcl. 0 (ri ) r + 
2 
 fd(r2 ) r; dr
2
} 
r 	 = o 
(54)  
The wave drag moment Mr due to drag forces produced by 
the water particles' horizontal velocity impinging on the 
different buoy sections. Above the c.g. these forces will 
tend to capsize the buoy. Below the c.g. these forces will 
tend to upright the buoy. The expression of the wave drag 
moment is derived as follows. 
Consider again an elementary buoy section of area d(r) dr 
at a distance r from the buoy center of gravity (Fig. 5 ). 
The elementary drag force due to the water horizontal 
velocity on this elementary section will be assumed to be 
of the form: 
dr = c(r) 
where c(r) the linearized damping coefficient, will be 
expressed by: 
c(r) = 
	 pCD S(r) X(r) 
3 7r 
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4P- 
2 
) 
Figure 5 
X(r) in this case is the amplitude of the water particle cyclic 
motion and is therefore given by 
X(r) = Ae-kz 
Here again, in order to maintain linearity, an arbitrary 
— 
constant amplitude Ar must be selected. One could for ex- 
ample, select the average amplitude A of the waves in the 
particular sea state. 
With these remarks in mind, the expression of c(r) can be 
written: 
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kz 
c(r) = - 4 	 P C d(r) dr 37r 	 D 	 F w e 
or 
c(r) = 
	 d(r) e-kz dr 
where 
4 
63-73 P CD —AF =  
The expression of the elementary drag force dF thus 
becomes 
-2kz 
d, 
	 13 A wcoscot e 	 d(r) dr 
The moment of this elementary force is in turn: 
= rdF
F 
= 13 A w cos Lo t d(r) re-2kz dr 
The expression of the wave drag moment is thus given by: 
=s 	 r = kg 
-2kz 	 2 	
-2kz 
MF =(,) f3Aco sw t 
r 
 fd(ri )ri e 	 dri - cfl(rz )rz e 	 drz 	 (55) 
	
= o 	 r = o 1 	 2 
or 
MF = DA w cos cot 	 (56) 
where 
r 1  = s 	 r = 17g 
	
-2kz 	
2 
D = 13 	 crd(r1 )rl e 	 dr1 - 	 d(r2 )rze
-2kz 
 dr { 
=r 	 o 	 r = o 	
2 	 (57) 
1 	 2 
- 	 The wave inertia moment M I induced by the water particle 
horizontal acceleration acting on the different buoy sections. 
The elementary inertia force dl acting on an elementary 
buoy volume 
dV = 21- d(r)2 dr 
4 
is of the form: 
dl = CdVEcose 
M P 
or, for small angles 6 , 
" dl = C p Zd(r) 2  dr 
4 
where Cm = coefficient of added mass for cylinders. This 
elementary force can be more simply written: 
	
dl = 	 d ( r ) dr 
with 
Tr 
	
y = 	 p cm 
4 
The moment with respect to the c. g. of this elementary force 
is in turn given by 
• dMi = y d(r) 2 r dr 
z 
= yw 2A sin co t d(r) 2  re-k  dr 
Noting again (Fig. 6) that inertia forces due to the wave 
action have a tendency to upright the buoy above the c.g. and 
• to capsize it below the c. g., the expression of the total moment 
will be given by: r = s 	 r = kg 
2 
-kz 
MI = yw 2 Asinw 	 fl(r i ) re dr ]. + id(rz 2 	 _ 
	
) 2 r e-kz d 2r	 (5 6 ) 
r = o 	 r = o 
	
1 	 2 
or, 
M = PAw 2sintot 	 (57) 
Before the equation of roll can be written, the expression for 
the added moment of inertia IF must also be established. 
The added mass of an elementary buoy section of volume dV, 
dF 
d F12 
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Figure 6 
located at a distance r from the buoy c. g. is given by 
dm' = Cm p dV 
Cm = added mass coefficient = 1 for cylinders. 
The moment of inertia of this elementary mass with respect 
to the c.g. is: dI
F = r dm' = r Z p dV 
and the total moment of inertia is 
IF = 	 dIF = f r 2 dV 
	 (58) 
Thus IF is simply the moment of inertia of the water displaced 
by the buoy with respect to the buoy c. g. 
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Summing the moments and applying the angular form of 
Newton's law yield: 
2 
-Wg—m- (0 - 	 Asinwt) - BO + DAwcosw t + PAw 2 sinwt = (I + IF )0 (59) 
The resulting equation of motion is then: 
	
Ivd + BO + CO = A { (w 2 	 + Pw 2) sinw t + Dwcosw t 	 (60) 
where C = Wg—iri is the roll restoring constant. 
The equation of roll motion can be further reduced to: 
• 	 •. 
CO + Be + I v 	 = M cos (cot + 	 (61) 
where M , the exciting torque due to wave action is given 
b y 
M = A /(-g-2+ Pw 2 ) 2 + (Dw) 2 	 (62) 
and a the phase angle between wave and resulting torque is in 
turn given by: 
2 P 2 
	
L.A.0 	 co 
	
a = -tan -1  g 	 (63) 
D w 
The expression of the roll response to single harmonic waves 
is obtained by integration of the roll equation. The result of this 
integration is 
1/Cw 2 + Pw 2 + (Dw ) 2 
e = A 	 g (64) 
 	 cos (wt + a +-(p) 
2 
 1/(C - I w 2) +(w B) 2 
The phase angle IP between the exciting torque and the roll 
response is in turn given by: 
-1 	 w B 
= tan 	 (65) 
C - Iv w 2 
Finally the phase angle 4) between wave and roll response 
will be the sum of the two, i.e. 
(I) = 	 + 	 (66) 
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2.1.2. Heave and Roll Response to Random Sea 
Readers unfamiliar with the probabilistic theory of ship and 
buoy dynamics should consult References 1, 3, and 5 for a 
theoretical review of the subject. 
Regular swells of the kind represented by simple harmonic 
waves are exceptional seaways. Randomness of the sea surface 
prevails most of the time. Confronted with this irregularity, one 
must resort to statistical analysis to describe the buoy dynamic 
response in terms of means and maxima which are likely to occur. 
If the probability density function p(x) of the wave ampli-
tudes "x " for a given seaway can be explicitly expressed, then 
the expectation of certain values of wave amplitudes can be 
directly computed. 
For example: 
The most probable amplitude xmis the value of x for 
which 
d p(x) = 0 
dx 
- The average amplitude x is given by 
x = f xp(x) dx 
0 
- The average of a fraction f (o < f <1) of wave amplitudes larger 
than a given amplitude x0 can be obtained 
crx p(x) dx 
xf = x. 	 = 1 	 x p (x) dx 
c p(x) dx 
x 	 x. 
When certain restrictive conditions prevail, wave amplitudes 
have been found to follow a Rayleigh distribution given by: 
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x
2 
p(x) 	 2x e x2 	 (67) 
x2 
where x 2 is the mean square value of the wave amplitudes. 
When this probability function is used to compute the expec-
tation of wave amplitudes means and maxima, the results are 
found to be proportional to the root mean square (RMS) value 
of the wave amplitudes (see Tables 3 and 4). 
Table 3  
Wave Amplitude Means 
Fraction, f , of 	 Mean Vralues 
Largest Ampli- 
	 x f Vx 2 
tudes Considered 
	 or xf 
	 RMS 
	
0.01 	 2.359 
	
0.10 	 1.800 
	
0.333 
	 1.416 
	
0.50 	 1,256 
	
1.00 	 0.886 
	 • 
Table 4  
Expected Maximum Amplitudes 
	
Number of Waves 
	 Maximum Wave 
Amplitudes 
xmax 	 x 
or xmax RMS 
	
50 	 2.12 
	
100 	 2.28 
	
500 	 2.61 
	
1,000 	 2.78 
	
10,000 	 3.13 
	
100,000 	 3.47 
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When wave measurements are available, the RMS can be 
directly obtained from the record. On the other hand, if no 
measurements are available, and if the expected values of 
wave amplitude are to be predicted for a certain seaway, then 
the RMS must be derived by computation. This is done with the 
help of the spectral density S(w) which best characterizes the 
particular seaway. Assuming the seaway to be stationary, then 
the integral over all positive frequency ranges of S(ti) is equal 
to the mean square value of the wave amplitudes, i.e. 
2 
	
x 	 = 	 s(to) 
0 	 - 
Therefore this result can be used to compute x 2 and Nix2 . 
The value of V x2 thus obtained can in turn be used to compute 
the expected wave amplitude means and maxima listed in Tables 
1 and 2. 
The empirical wave spectrum formula used in this study is: 
- 9. 7 x 104 
v 4 w 4 
	
s ( 41 ) _ 16.875 e 	 ft 2 - sec 	 (68) 
co 5 
where v is the wind speed (knots). (Pier son-Moskowitz) 
The approach followed to investigate the response of the 
buoy to random seaways is based on the linearization of the buoy 
response to single harmonic waves. This response being linear, 
the assumption can safely be made that the buoy response to a 
sum of sinusoids describing the seaway equals the sum of the 
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responses to the individual sinusoids. 
The amplitude Y(w ) of the buoy response to a simple har-
monic wave of unit amplitude and frequency w is usually called 
the Response Amplitude Operator (RAO). Thus, based on our 
previous derivation, the RAO's of heave and roll are respectively 
given by: 
i 1‘4 HEAVE RAO = 	 ( - 632 Q) 2 + (Nw) 2 	 (69) 
(C - mvw 2 ) 2 + ( w B) 2 
Cw 
ROLL RAO = L
( 2 
 g 	 Pw2 2 ) + Ow) 2  
(C - I w 2 ) 2 + (wB) 2 
(70) 
The response of the buoy to a component wave of the spectrum 
is given by 
lim 	 Y(w)1S( co) d co 
d w4- 0 
The quantity 
Y 2 (w)S(w )dw 
	
(71) 
thus represents the mean square value of the response in the 
frequency band dw. 
 .
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The mean square value of the response to all component 
waves will therefore be 
00 	 00 
r
2 
= fY 2 (w) S (w)dw = fR(w)cho = R 
	
(72) 
from which the response RMS can be simply computed, i.e. 
RMS = 	 (73) 
The response Y( w) of the body being linear, the probability 
density function of the response will also follow the probability 
density function of the wave amplitudes. Thus the results tabu-
lated in Tables 3 and 4 can be used again, together with the 
computed response RMS to derive the statistical means and 
maxima of body response amplitude. 
For example, the average of the one third highest response 
amplitudes will be given by 
r 113 = l.416 1r 2  
with 
2 	 °3 
=i fY 2 
 (w) S(w) dui 
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2. 2. Computer Solution 
The computer programs which implement the analytical approach 
just reviewed are fully described in Reference No. 2. 
2.2.1. Computation of Response Amplitude Operators and 
Statistical Expectations  
The operations performed by the heave and roll analysis 
computer programs are hereafter briefly reviewed. 
HEAVE 
The program computes the heave RAO using formula (69) 
for decreasing values of the wave angular frequency co. 
The recurrence formula used to change the value of the angular 
frequency between two consecutive computations of the RAO is 
w
n 
= 
T 	 + AT 
n- 1 
where b, T, the change in wave period is constant. The value 
of 4 T to use for a particular set of computations is left as a 
program input, and so is the range of variation of wave periods 
to be considered. 
- It computes the phase angles between force and wave, heave 
and force, and heave and wave using formulas (45, 47, 48) 
for the same set of angular frequencies {co. 
- It computes the wave amplitudes spectral density using formula 
(68) for the same set of {w}. 
- It computes the heave response spectral density R ( w ) 
using formula (71) and the computed values of the RAO 
for the selected set{w }. 
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- It computes the root mean square values of the wave amplitudes 
and of the heave response amplitudes by taking, as suggested by 
formulas (72) and (73), the square root of the area under 
the wave and heave amplitudes spectral density curves established 
for the set  
- It uses the statistical results of Tables 3 and 4 and the two 
root mean square values of wave amplitudes and heave response 
to compute the corresponding expectations of wave and heave 
means and maxima. 
ROLL 
The operations performed by the roll computer program are 
similar to those performed by the heave program. They 
include: 
- Computation of the roll RAO, using formula (70) over the 
set { 01 }. previously defined. The roll RAO is expressed in 
units of degrees of roll per foot of wave amplitude. 
- Computation of the phase angles between external torque and 
wave, roll response and torque, and roll and wave using 
formulas ( 6 3 , 6 5 , 66 ) for the same set {03
n
} 
• 
- Computation of the wave amplitude and roll response spectral 
densities S( w ) and R( w ) and of the root mean square values of 
wave amplitudes and roll amplitudes. 
Finally, computations of expectations of means and maxima of 
wave and roll amplitudes with the help of the statistical para-
meters shown in Tables 3 and 4. 
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2. 2. 2. Programs Output 
The outputs of the heave and roll programs include: 
1. Summary of the input parameters and physical properties 
of the buoy. 
2. Listing of RAO's values, phase angles, amplitude spectrum 
as a function of wave period increments. 
3. Tabular summaries of wave and roll response statistical 
properties. 
4. Plot of the RAO (optional). 
As an example of typical computer outputs, the heave and 
roll output data for the tentative (APL first cut) buoy design 
described in section 1.4 are presented in Appendix I. These 
data include: 
- The summary of input parameters furnished for the heave and 
roll programs. 
- A complete listing of the heave and roll RAO's and phase angles 
by period intervals of 1 second. 
- The summary of the wave amplitudes and heave and roll statistical 
properties for winds of 16 knots. 
The printer plots of the heave and roll RAO's. 
2.2.3. Interpretation of Computer Results  
The immediate usefulness of RAO's is that they permit easy 
prediction of the buoy response to a wave of known amplitude and 
frequency. For example, if the roll response - as can be seen 
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from the buoy roll RAO listing - of the buoy to a wave of one 
foot amplitude and with a period 7.0 seconds is 1.277 degree/foot, 
then the roll response of this buoy to a 4 feet amplitude wave of 
the same period should be 5.108 degrees. Another very useful 
feature provided by inspection of the RAO listings or graph, is 
the resonant period and the amplitude of the response to a unit 
wave at resonance (maximum heave/roll RAO). 
The listing of the sea spectrum yields the wave period with 
maximum energy content. This information can then be used to 
investigate how close the buoy response resonant period is to 
this wave period and to determine the response amplitude of the 
buoy to waves with maximum energy content. This investigation 
can be very useful when considering survival conditions. 
The listing of the statistical properties include: 
The most probable and the RMS values of the wave and heave/roll 
amplitudes. 
The means of the wave and heave/roll amplitudes. For example, 
the average of the one tenth highest waves, with 16 knots wind, 
will be found to be 4.087 feet, the significant angle of roll (the 
average of the one third highest angles of roll) to be 2.173 
degrees, and the mean of all heave amplitudes to be .629 feet. 
Certain values of expected wave and heave/roll maximum ampli-
tudes. For example, in 1,000 waves one wave amplitude may be 
expected to be as large as 4.816 feet, and the buoy may be 
expected to roll as much as 4.265 degrees. 
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Computer results used to compare the different buoy con-
figurations for this parametric study did at least include: 
The natural period of heave. 
- The maximum heave RAO. 
- The heave RAO at periods T = 7 sec. and 16 seconds which are 
the periods of maximum wave energy for winds of 16 knots (design) 
and 40 knots (survival). 
- The average heave for winds of 16 and 40 knots. 
- The RMS value of heave for winds of 16 and 40 knots. 
- The natural period of roll. 
- The maximum roll RAO. 
- The roll RAO at periods of 7 and 16 seconds. 
- The average roll for winds of 16 and 40 knots. 
The RMS value of roll for winds of 16 and 40 knots. 
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3. Design Steps 
For the scope of this study, buoy design meant specifying the buoy 
external dimensions, the weight and buoyancy distribution, and the loca-
tion of vertical and horizontal dampers which, on one hand, would accomo-
date the scientific payload requirements, and on the other hand, would 
insure that the buoy heave and roll motions would fall within the prescribed 
limits. These limits, as previously mentioned, were rather severe, 
namely: 
1. The buoy's heave amplitudes were to be less than 6.0 centi-
meters (or 0.196 foot) in and up to including sea state 3 (winds 
of 16 knots). 
2. The buoy roll amplitudes were to be less than 4. 9 degrees for 
the same sea conditions. 
A study of buoy survival under more severe conditions (sea state 8, 
winds up to 40 knots) was also made. 
3.1. First Parametric Study 
The objective of this first parametric study was to establish the 
dynamic response of the APL first cut buoy design, hereafter called 
the base line, and of a number of other buoy shapes obtained by 
plausible alterations of the base line. A comparison of the dynamic 
response of these buoys would show trends and the good features could 
thus be kept and incorporated in an improved design. 
Fourteen buoy configurations, numbered 01 to 14, were investi- 
gated in this first design iteration. The buoys were modeled with 
the help of hollow and solid cylinders of such dimensions and density 
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as to reproduce the weight and the weight distribution of the actual 
buoys. Damping plates, however, are treated as actual plates by the 
program. The computer equivalent of the base line is depicted in 
Fig. 7. The configurations of the 14 cases studied are shown in Fig. 8. 
Alterations made to the base line included relocation of the 
water ballast tank, increase in the water ballast tank, and relocation 
of the solid ballast. 
A brief description of these changes, of the rationales used, and 
of the results obtained hereafter follows. 
Case #01. Base line, as previously described. 
Case #02. Same as #01, except place water ballast tank at end 
of wire rope 20 feet below damping plate. This change provides 
more added mass and damping areas in heave motion and slightly 
increases the righting moment. As a result, the heave period 
is slightly increased and the heave response is appreciably 
reduced. On the other hand, the effect on the roll response is 
found to be small. 
Cases #03, #04, #05, and #06.  In these four cases, 25, 50, 75, 
and 100 percent of the buoy solid ballast was placed on top of the 
buoyancy tank. All other parameters are as in case #02. This 
was done to investigate the effect that a reduction in the meta-
centric height would have on the roll response. Only case #03 
gave positive results, the buoy being unstable in roll in the three 
other cases. Case #03 indicated an improvement of the roll 
response over case #02. 
On, 
- 	 - 
PART 
	 NAME 
	 CYLINDER WIDTH HEIGHT WALL DENSITY, DISTANCE WEIGHT 
NO. 	 TYPE (0.0.) (FT-) THICKNESS (LB./FT') FROM (LB.) 
(FT.) (IN.) REEL TO 
PART 
C.G. 
(FT.) 
1 	 UPPER SPAR 	 HOLLOW 0.719 20.0 0.148 430.22 50.0 231.4 2 	 RES. BUOYANCY 
	 HOLLOW 2.17 1.67 8.688 10.564 39.165 58.0 
3 	 LOWER SPAR - WALL 
	 HOLLOW 0.718 20.0 0.322 231.040 30.0 259.0 4 	 LOWER SPAR - FOAM 
	 SOLID 0.665 20.0 - 6.996 30.0 48.6 5 	 UP BALLAST - SOLID 
	 HOLLOW 3.250 a . 0 15.188 
_ 
500 . 
6 	 ELECTRONIC PACKAGE 
	 HOLLOW 3.250 0.5 15.188 87.455 20.25 345 
7 	 BUOYANCY TANK TOP fP_ 	 SOLID 3.250 0.03125 - 173.582 20.016 45 8 	 STEM - WALL 
	 HOLLOW 0.719 19.927 0.322 163.0 9.984 196.9 9 	 STEM - WATER 
	 SOLID 0.665 19.927 - 64.0 9.984 442.9 10 	 BUOYANCY TANK WALL 
	 HOLLOW 3.250 4.0 0.1875 264.22 19.969 167.0 11 	 BUOYANCY TANK FOAM 
	 HOLLOW 3.219 4.0 15.0 4.16 17.969 128.7 12 	 BUOYANCY TANK - BOTTOM It 
	 HOLLOW 3.250 0.03125 15.188 173.582 15.958 42.8 13 	 WATER BALLAST TANK WALL 
	 HOLLOW 3.250 6.0 0.125 201.88 12.937 128.0 14 	 WATER BALLAST 
	 HOLLOW 3.229 6.0 15.063 64.0 12.937 2988.6 15 	 WATER BALLAST TANK BOTTOM fP_ 	 HOLLOW 3.250 0.03125 15.188 173.582 9.921 42.8 16 	 LOW BALLAST SOLID 
	 HOLLOW 3.250 15.188 500. 0.1827 1113 
b = 0.282 
17 	 DAMPERR_ATE 
	 SOLID 4.0 0.0417 - 173.582 0.0208 90.9 
Figure 7 
co 
N- 
o 
roct- Low 
0000 
0 
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Case #07. Same as case #01, except place the water ballast tank 
.just below damping plate. This configuration has the advantage of 
having the buoy in one part (no cable). It also retains some 
desirable features, such as a large roll period and a reduced roll 
excitation, the water ballast tank being deeper than in case #01. 
The loss of added mass and damping is reflected on the heave 
response which is not as good as in case #02. On the other hand, 
the roll response is found to be far better than in either case #01 or #02. 
Case #08. Same as case #01, except place the water ballast tank 
just above the damping plate. This configuration has the advantage 
of having the buoy in one part, and to be shorter than case #07. 
Placing the ballast tank closer to the surface does not affect the 
heave as much as the roll response which is not as good as in 
case #07. 
Case #09. 
 Four (4) plates, dimension 4 feet by 2 feet, are added to 
case #01, in order to further reduce the average and the RMS of roll. 
Case #10. Here again, 4 roll damping plates are added to case #02. 
In both cases these antiroll plates are found to effectively reduce 
the roll. 
Cases #11 and #12. 
 In these cases, the righting moment is in-
increased by placing the solid ballast at the lowest point of buoy 
configurations #10 and #07, that is just under the water tank. The 
resulting reduction in roll is more pronounced in case #11. 
Case #13. 
 Same as #12, except now antiroll plates are added 
which improves the roll response of #12 - as expected. 
Case #14. In this case the water ballast tank of configuration #09 
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is increased from 6 feet long to 9 feet long. This considerably 
increases the buoy mass and therefore its natural heave period. 
On the other hand, the heave and roll responses are found to 
be almost the same as in case #09. 
Figure 9 is a summary of the results obtained in this first 
parametric study. The salient points of the study were: 
- 
All configurations met the roll specifications. 
- 
None of the configurations met the heave specifications, some 
however being much better than others. 
- 
The lowest RMS heave was achieved with configuration #02. 
Yet configuration #14 has more mass. This shows that damping 
effects predominate inertial effects to reduce heave motion. 
- The addition of antiroll plates reduces roll considerably, and 
more so at the higher sea state. 
From all configurations studied, configuration #09 appeared as 
the best candidate for further studies. It met the roll specifications, 
and it was felt that its heave response could be improved by the 
addition of damping plates or by profiling. Furthermore, being 
relatively short and built in one piece, it had the desirable features 
of compactness, ease of fabrication, and ease of handling. 
3.2. Second Parametric Study 
Six buoy configurations, numbered 091 to 096 were investigated 
in the second parametric study. These configurations are shown in 
Figure 10. Alterations made to the case #09 included the addition of 
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a second heave damping plate, the increase of the damping plates 
diameter, and the addition of profiling cones, one on top of the 
• buoyancy tank, the other on the bottom of the water ballast tank. 
Rationales for these changes and results obtained are hereafter 
briefly reviewed. 
Case #091. Same as #09, except relocate electronic package 
on top of damping plate. This case serves as a new base line 
for this second parametric study. 
Case #097. Same as #091, except place one additional heave 
damping plate on top of the roll damping plates. This damping 
plate would increase the buoy virtual mass and its damping. As 
a result, the natural period of heave was increased and the 
heave at resonance reduced. On the other hand, because of the 
increase in the wave drag force, the RMS and the average heave 
response were found to be larger than in case #091. Adding a 
horizontal damping plate had little effect on the roll response. 
Case #093. Same as #091, except the diameter of the bottom 
damping plate is increased from 4 feet to 6 feet. This would 
again increase the buoy virtual mass and damping. It was found 
that this change resulted in a virtual mass larger and a natural 
heave period longer than the ones of both #091 and #092 cases. 
On the other hand, the RMS and average heave response were 
even larger than found in the two preceding cases, a somewhat 
surprising result, probably due to the increase in wave drag 
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force caused by the considerable increase in the plate area. 
Effects on roll were negligible. 
Case #094. In this case, an additional heave damping plate, 
six feet in diameter, is located at the top of the roll damping 
plates. This change resulted in the largest virtual mass, the 
longest natural heave period, and the smallest heave response 
at resonance of all six cases studied. The average and RMS 
heave response were not improved for winds of 16 knots. The 
heave response for survival was, however, slightly better. 
Effects on roll were again negligible. 
Case #095. Same as #091, except two profiling cones are 
added, one on top of the buoyancy tank, one on the bottom of 
the ballast tank. This change would increase the virtual mass 
and reduce both the damping and the wave drag of the blunt ends 
of the cylindrical tanks. Results from this addition were very 
noticeable. Heave at resonance due to less damping was 
increased. On the other hand, the natural heave period being 
24 seconds, the chances of exciting the buoy at that period 
remain very small. The average and RMS values of heave were 
considerably smaller than in case #091. 
Case #096. Same as #092, except add two profiling cones. 
This configuration provides additional virtual mass and damping. 
As a result, the natural period of heave is further increased 
(25 seconds), and the heave at resonance is reduced. Average 
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and RMS heave are found to be somewhat higher than in case 
#095, but certainly better than in case #092. 
Figure 11 is a summary of the results obtained in the second 
parametric study. Important points of this study were: 
- All cases studied met the roll specifications. 
- Only two cases (#095 and #096) met the heave specifications. 
- An increase in virtual mass results, as it should, in an increased 
natural period of heave. 
- Increasing the plate area normal to heave motion results in 
increased damping and drag effects. Damping, being a function 
of the buoy heave velocity, is not a function of depth. Drag 
however, being a function of the water particle velocity is 
depth dependent. This means that the lower the damping plate, 
the better the buoy design. Increased damping results in 
lesser response at periods close to the natural heave period. 
Increased drag results in larger RMS and average heave 
response. 
- These changes were introduced in order to improve heave 
motion, and they had little effect on the roll response. 
From the six configurations studied, it appeared that configuration 
#095 was the best candidate to build. It satisfied the heave and roll 
specifications. Made of one piece, of reasonable dimensions, it 
retained the desirable features of ease of fabrication and handling. 
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4. Final Buoy Design 
Based on the results of the parametric study, a final buoy design 
was made at A. P. L. As shown in Figure 12, the main features of this 
design included: 
- 
The 40 feet spar mast, made of two sections, supporting the light, 
the antenna, the meteorological sensors, the wave gauge, the 
temperature sensors, and the reserve buoyancy. 
The 3.25 feet diameter by 4.0 feet long buoyancy tank, filled with 
foam, and the 3.25 feet diameter by 6. 0 feet long free flooding 
water ballast tank. 
- 
A bottom damping plate supporting the electronic package and the 
solid ballast. 
- Two profiling cones, one on top of the buoyancy tank, one at the 
bottom of the ballast tank. 
Four equally spaced struts 20 feet long securing the bottom damping 
plate to the buoyancy and ballast tanks. 
- Four equally spaced roll damping plates, 2 feet wide by 6 feet high. 
5. Suggested Deployment and Recovery Procedure 
5.1. General 
A buoy of dimensions and weight of this spar will require special 
considerations for the successful launch and recovery. Sensors 
attached to the buoy are fragile and will be damaged if allowed to come 
in contact with the vessel or handling lines. Likewise, meteorological 
6 
• mik 
_SENSORS-TEMP 
HUMIDITY a WIND VEL.(TYPIOAL) 
• • 	 /r 
I 	 • 	 5 
• 4,4 
« 	 *3 
2 
• • 	 *I 
giff 	 0 
WAVE 
GAUGE 
-4-TEMPERATURE SENSOR 
(TYPICAL) 
3.25' 0 
0 
PART 
(I) 
(I) 
DESCRIPTION 
UPPER SPAR - 8" SCH. 10 PIPE 
RESERVE BUOYANCY 
MATERIAL 
6061-16-AL 
FOAM 
REMARKS 
FOAM FILLED 
OPEN TO WATER 
(i) 
_ 
LOWER SPAR - 8° SCH. 40 PIPE 6061-T6-AL 
6061-16-AL 	 : 
6061-16-AL 
6061-16-AL 
6061-16-AL 
6061-16-AL 
6061-16-AL 
6061-16-AL 
6061-16-AL 
6061-16-AL 
STEEL 
6061-16-AL 
(4)
--(I) 
(D 
(:) 
(I) 
(D 
(i) 
(I) 
CD 
(50 
(i) 
(I) 
PROFILING CONE - 3/16" THICK 
 BUOYANCY TANK TOPE. 3/16" 
THICK 
BUOYANCY TANK - SHELLE. 3/16" 
THICK 
BUOYANCY TANK - BOTTOM.. 
3/8" THICK 
WATER BALLAST TANK - SHELL 
E. 1/8" THICK 
WATER BALLAST TANK - BOTTOM E. 3/8" THICK 
PROFILING CONE - 3/16" THICK 
STRUTS (4 AROUND) 20' LONG 
ROLL DAMPING R., 2' x 4' x 
1/8" THICK 
ELECTRONICS 
BALLAST SOLID, 3' -3" x 3-1/2" 
THICK 
BOTTOM DAMPINGE. 4' 0.0. x 1/2" 
FOAM FILLED 
REINFORCED 
W/RINGS 
OPEN TO WATER 
OPEN TO WATER 
CHANNEL, 4" x 
1.72" x 
2.5 LBS. FT: •-• 
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LIGHT 8 RADIO ANTENNA 
1. a 
Figure 12 
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sensors must not be allowed to contact the water. The weight seen 
by the handling equipment will be less during deployment than on 
recovery due to the entrapped water in the ballast tank. The effect 
of waves and dynamic forces must be carefully considered in both 
operations. 
The vessel must be maneuverable and be capable of maintaining 
a heading at dead slow speed or stopped. The vessel size must be of 
adequate size to permit an unrestricted area for assembly and stowage 
of the complete spar on deck or on the bulwarks. There must be 
adequate handling gear and trained personnel to run it. 
5.2. Vessel Requirements  
An assumption is made that the same vessel will be used for 
both deployment and recovery even though the two capability require-
ments are not identical. The vessel should be capable of "holding her 
head up" into the predominant sea at very low speed to minimize roll. 
A bow thruster would permit this at zero forward speed which is to 
be desired. At least 70 feet of unrestricted deck or bulwark space 
will be required for assembly and storage of the buoy. Adequate 
tie-down points must be provided to secure the buoy for safe stowage 
in bad weather. A crane capable of lifting at least 10,000 pounds 
with an adequate reach to put the buoy over the side and retrieve it 
in a nearly horizontal position will be required. Ideally there should 
be no A-frames, stanchions or other structures between the buoy 
stowage area and outboard of the vessel beam. Air tuggers or capstans 
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should be available for handling lines. A tagline to a suitable 
winch can also be used for this purpose. 
5. 3. Personnel Requirements  
In addition to the technical personnel required to check out the 
electrical systems aboard the buoy, knowledgeable deck personnel 
will be required. The vessel should provide crane and winch operators 
and the bridge will provide the vessel maneuvering functions. Line 
handlers will be necessary to handle frapping lines controlled by air 
tuggers or capstans. A responsible person should be appointed to 
tend and operate the quick-release hook. One person, familiar with 
all aspects of the buoy and the deployment and recovery scenario, 
should supervise the overall operation. He should be in contact with 
the bridge to give orders concerning the vessel maneuvering while 
the operation is underway. He may be positioned near an intercom 
or use a walkie-talkie which will permit greater flexibility of move-
ment. His orders to the launch or recovery crew should be directed 
to one man he has designated as the deck boss. The deck boss in 
turn should be the only one to give orders to the deck crew and the 
crane and winch operator. In most operations it is also useful to 
designate one person to keep a log of operations showing times of 
instrument turn-on and -offs and time in and out of the water and 
any other notes of future interest. 
5.4. Weather Restrictions 
A long spar of this type is awkward to handle from a relatively 
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• 	 small vessel. The fragility of sensors, lights and antennas compounds 
the problems. Conservatism and prudence dictates that mild sea con-
ditions prevail for both the deployment and retrieval phases. It goes 
without saying that a delay of a day or two in the operations, while 
waiting for the proper conditions, is far better than smashed sensors 
or other damage. 
Swell is generally the most important consideration for any 
operation involving a spar buoy. During deployment the effect of 
swell is to cause roll of the vessel and during the critical moment of 
water entry while still attached to the crane hook will cause the buoy 
to be in and out of the water as the swells go by. Methods to minimize 
problems caused by this effect are discussed under Deployment (5.5). 
Swell is of concern during the retrieval operation because the spar 
with its inherently long natural period of heave essentially remains 
motionless in the seaway while the vessel is heaving at the swell 
period. The differential motion between the spar and the vessel makes 
it difficult to make preliminary contact and attachment and can cause 
large snap forces to the pickup gear. 
Rain, poor visibility and moderate wind waves are of secondary 
importance to these operations. In general, both the deployment and 
retrieval operations should be conducted during periods of minimal 
swell and moderate wind waves. Operations should not be attempted 
where the swell amplitude is greater than 4 to 5 feet and wind waves 
greater than 2 to 3 feet. 
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5.5. Deployment 
Prior to the operation the deck crew, ships captain and his 
designates, winch and crane operators and any others who will be 
involved should be thoroughly briefed on the detailed deployment 
scenario. At this time, the responsibilities as discussed in section 
5.3 should be outlined. 
The first operation should be to ready the sensors, radio and 
light systems aboard the spar. Electrical systems should be energized 
and checked out. Coincidentally, the deck crew should begin rigging 
the handling lines and blocks required to deploy. A minimum of two 
frapping lines should be used to steady and control the buoy while 
being lifted over the side. These should be 3/4" nylon lines, one end 
passed around the buoy, one near the upper end and another near the 
bottom and tied off on deck. The other ends should be fairleaded 
through a block inboard and opposite the buoy and lead to an air tugger 
or capstan for control. The crane can now be swung into position with 
the hook over the lifting eye of the lifting bridle on the buoy. A 6 foot, 
1 inch nylon pennant should be attached to the crane hook to absorb 
shock and to separate the heavy block from the buoy. A quick-release 
hook rated for 10,000 pounds should be attached to the end of this 
pennant and connected to the lifting eye of the lifting bridle. A light 
quick-release trip line about 60 feet long should be attached to the 
quick-release hook and loosely coiled on deck. A short section of the 
n 	 frapping lines about a foot from where they are secured to the deck 
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should be lightly taped to prevent the lines from unlaying when they 
are cut at the time of release. 
When the sensors and electical systems are ready to go and 
all deck arrangements are completed, the deployment operation can 
begin. The vessel should head up into the predominant waves or 
swell at slow speed to minimize roll. If a bow thruster is available, 
the vessel way can be reduced to zero. Securing lines should be 
removed and personnel stationed according to the scenario. The 
crane must lift the buoy up and outboard while the buoy is being 
restrained by the frapping lines. The crane must be extended so that 
there is a fair angle from the tip of the boom to the buoy bridle. 
This will control the buoy in the presence of roll by holding back on 
the frapping lines. The buoy will assume a position in the air of 
approximately 20° off the horizontal, the top being high. This opera-
tion should be done slowly and deliberately. Alternately extending the 
crane boom, lifting the buoy and slowly paying out the frapping lines, 
always keeping tension in them. The buoy should be positioned about 
10 feet outboard and kept high enough so that it does not touch the 
crests of the waves or swell. At this time, the bridge should be 
given orders to bring the wind onto the launch side. As the vessel 
slowly comes around, when the wind is just beginning to show on the 
launch side, the buoy should be lowered into the water. Personnel 
should be stationed at each frapping line deck tie-off point with sharp 
knives ready to cut the line at the taped section. At this point, 
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deliberate speed in the operation should be made. The person in 
charge of the quick-release trip line, having tended the line making 
sure that it is clear at all times, should be given the signal to trip 
when the buoy first touches the water. At the same time the two 
frapping lines should be cut and the other ends swiftly brought aboard. 
Immediately upon tripping the quick-release hook, both the crane 
operator and the release person should concentrate upon getting the 
crane hook and boom out of the way of the buoy as it settles upright 
into the water. If the wind is kept on the launch side, the vessel and 
buoy will continue to separate. 
5. 6. Retrieval 
The retrieval operation will require little or no sea and swell 
to reduce snap loadings due to the differential motion between the 
vessel and the buoy. The buoy should have a 1 inch nylon line fastened 
to the bridle lifting eye and led up alongside and taped off at intervals. 
This line should be made fast with light marlin at a point above the 
water line available to the pickup crew. The eye should contain a 
thimble and large steel ring to attach the pickup line to. Two pickup 
poles should be manned along the rail of the pickup side. The pickup 
poles should be at least 20 feet long with a large snap-hook with eye 
modified to slide into the end of the pole so that after the hook is 
snapped onto the ring of the pickup line, the pole can be jerked back 
leaving the hook connected to the buoy. A short 1 inch nylon lifting 
pennant is attached to the eye of the snap-hook. This pennant 
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must be led to the crane hook by an additional length of small line 
attached to the end of the pennant. This light line is not a lifting 
line and i$ only used to pull the buoy close enough to the vessel to 
attach the lifting pennant to the crane hook. 
The recovery scenario should generally follow these lines: 
Position two men on each of the two pickup poles separated by 
20 to 30 feet along the pickup rail. Station two people with 3/4 inch 
nylon lines near the rail so that they can attach these frapping lines 
as the buoy is brought in to steady it. The vessel should approach 
at dead slow speed from downwind. The buoy should pass close to 
the pickup side. It is imperative that the wind be ahead and on the 
pickup side of the bow. The vessel should be stopped as the buoy 
passes alongside the bow and the vessel allowed to fall off such that 
the wind is on the pickup side. It is generally poor practice to back-
down during this maneuver, in fact, the screws should be all stopped 
when contact is made with the buoy with the pickup poles. After the 
snap-hook is attached to the pickup pennant ring, the pole should be 
retrieved and using the light line the buoy and pennant should be 
heaved in until the ring can be slipped over the crane hook. The 
crane should immediately start hauling up on the pennant which will 
part the marlin and tape seizing and the whole load will then be on 
the bridle. Any roll of the vessel at this time will cause the crane 
whip to alternately go slack and take up with large snap forces. This 
effect can be reduced by bringing the buoy up quickly but not completely 
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out of the water. The spar weight is 2,900 pounds but in this condition 
it has an additional 3,430 pounds of water in it which must be allowed 
to drain. As the water drains out, the buoy will again assume its 
20 degree angle to the horizontal. During the draining process the 
buoy should be gradually lifted higher and brought in closer to the 
vessel. The vessel should be brought up into the sea or swell im-
mediately after the buoy is clear of the water to reduce rolling 
motion. It must be fended off by personnel and the frapping lines 
attached as soon as possible. Once the frapping lines are secured and 
fairleaded to tuggers or a capstan, the crane should boom out to 
provide an outboard component of tension working against the frap-
ping lines which are holding it inboard. This will prevent swinging 
of the buoy and allow for a more deliberate operation of bringing the 
buoy aboard using the frapping lines and crane in concert. Additional 
steadying lines can be attached whenever possible during the retrieval 
operation. 
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Appendix I 
Typical Computer Program Outputs 
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HEAVE REsPeNSF ANALYSIS PROGRAm 
ALL DEPTHS APE POSITIVE 
NUMBER OF PRFsSURE SURFACES = 
DEPTH (ET), ARFA (qO FT) C. AREA PeR DOWNwARD FORCE) 
10•10m  
21etOn 	 7.8P 
31,00n 	 .41 
NumBER OF INERTIAL CemPeNFNTS I 	 2 
DEPTH (FT) ADDED MASS CeFFE 	 VeLUmF (Cu PT) 
16 , 050 	 .500 	 17.970 
314mOn 	 • ^n^ 1OVVO 
	
ftn^ 
NUMBER OF DRAG SuRRAcES 
DEPTH (FT) DAMPING ceEEE wAvF DRAG ceEFF (LBF/(FT/sEc),(RAD/sFe) 
iefon5r) 	 P.$15 	 9.260 
11•00n 	 =.7R6 	 0010 
MISS SEcTieNAL AREA AT SURFACE = 
	 •4(160 SO FEET 
VIRTUAL MASS 
	 p$7.15 SLUGS 
PERIOD RANGE, IN PECeNDS 	 START 	 END 	 DELTA 
too° 40.000 	 1=000 
PiERSeNymeSKeWITZ SEA SPECTRUm 
WIND SPEED is 
	
16.000 KNOTS 
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PERM ANG 	 rRF,r1 RAO W.F PHASE r.H rHAse w•H PHASE AMP SPEC 
i•oOn .628E 01 .000 179'954 .178.421 1.513 On, 
2•non .314E 01 6001 178.122 .178.409 '11286 .05A 
3.000 41209E 0 1 .094 176.805 .178.388 -1.583 .38R 
4.00n .157E oi .240 175.676 .178.358 '2.682 1.384 
5.10m .126E 0 1 .381 174.765 .178.317 '3051 2.975 
6.00m .105E 01 $491 1 74 .0 12 .178.269 .4.213 1.914 
7.00n .898E On .577 173'391 .178.199 .4008 2.962 
8 .000 $78FF On .640 172.772 .178.116 1.155 
3 , 00m $698E On .685 172.117 .178.013 .5.896 200 
100000 o6P8E On .718 171.376 .177,883 .6.507 .011 
11 , 000 .571E On .74P 170.488 .177.718 .7.211 Ono 
12000m $5P4E On .757 169'373 .177.506 •8•133 000 
1.3.000 .481E On .766 167.909 .177.225 .9,315 .00n 
14.0011 $449E On .769 165.88.6 .176084O '10054 '006 
15.000 .419E On .765 162.906 .176.287 '13081 • 006 
16.000 .393E on $754 158.119 .175.435 '17.322 •Onn 
170000 .37oE On .739 149.341 .173.96m .24.615 Onn 
18.000 .349E 00 0757 110.172 .170024 m40.652 •Onet 
1 90 000 i311E On 1.255 87.656 .159.980 .72.324 
20000o .314E On 3,847 45.898 1, 48.402 m2.503 One) 
21.000 .299E Om 1.689 P7.258 .114M6 15.162 onm 
22•000 $286E On 1.331 18.685 '6.549 12.136 Ono 
230000 .273E Om 1.205 13.977 9.545 One, 
24.000 .261E OM 1.141 11.044 03.312 7.732 Onm 
15.000 .251E Om 1.105 9.056 02.621 6.415 .Onn 
266000 $242E On 1.081 7.624 "2.153 5.471 Onn 
2 70 00m 013E 1.064 6.548 111.817 4.711 One, 
28.000 4224E Om 1.051 5.711 "10563 4.148 One) 
19.000 .117E Om 1.044 5.043 401,365 3.677 One) 
300000 .209E or 1.037 4.498 m1.207 3.191 Onn 
31.000 .2n3E Om 1.032 4.046 '11078 2.968 Onn 
32 , 00m .196E on 1.028 3.666 wo971 2.695 Onei 
330000 ,190 C)0 
 
1.024 3.342 mo881 2.461 One) 
3 4 .00o .185E 01 1.022 3.063 ".804 2.259 ono 
350000 •i8OE 01 1.019 2.810 1.$737 2.083 •Onm 
36.000 .175E 01 1.01 7 2.608 .9679 1.928 Onh 
37.000 .170E 01 /015 2.420 40.629 1.792 .0no 
38.000 o165E 01 1.014 2.254 .1,584 1.670 Onh 
39.000 .161E on 1.013 2.105 0,544 1.561 One) 
40.000 .157E Om 1.012 1'972 •4,509 1.463 •Onn 
"71 
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RMS er WAVE SPECTPUM 4 1.11p. 	 FEET 
PReBABL.F . AMPLITOr 
OF WAVE 1.225 FEET 
FRACTION Or EXPECTED 
LARGEST AVFRAGE WAVE 
AMPLITUDES WAVE I NUMBER MAXIMUM 
CONSIDERED AMPLITUDE 
vv 
I 
/ 
OF WAVES AMPLITUDE 
.010 4.(1A7 I 50 3.6,3 
8100 1.118 I 1.00 3.950 
.331 P.453 I 500 4.522 
$500 2 .176 I 1000 4.$16 
1.000 1.S35 I 10000 5+423 
.^^Anr, Ao0 
RMS eF RESPONSE SPECTRUM 
pReeABLE AMPLITUD• 
er HEAVE RFSPONSE 
EPACTIeN eF 	 AVERAGE 
LARGEST 
	 HEAVE 
AmPLAT0Fs 
	 AMPLITUDE 
ceNsIDERED 	 REPP1NSE 
I 
I 
I 
010 FEET 
8502 FEET 
EXPECTED 
MrAVE 
NUMBER 	 MAXIMUM 
eF WAVES 
	 AMPLITUDE 
'polo 1.675 I 50 1.505 
'too 1.278 I /00 1.619 
.333 4 ,005 500 10853 
.500 .892 I 1000 1.974 
1.000 0629 I 10000 2.222 
100000 2.464 
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RnLL RESPONsE ANNALYSTS PROGRAM 
ALL DEPTHs ARE POSITIVE 
PERIOD RANGE, IN SECONDS 
	 START 	 END 
1.000 40.000 
PIERSON.MOSKOWITZ SEA SPECTRUM 
WIND SPEED • 
	
16.000 KNeTS 
WATER PLANE RADIO AT SURFACE • 
	 •16 FT 
DEPTH TO THF KEEL • 31.00 FT 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE AMPLITUDE • 
	 1.50 FT 
ESTIMATED AVERAGE ROLL 
	 4.00 DEG 
NUMBER OF PARTS • 16 
DELTA 
1.000 
PART 
NB SHAPE 
winTm 
(FT) 
HEIGHT 
(FT) 
THICK 
(FT) 
DENSITY 
(LBSm/ 
FT**3) 
C.G. 
ABeVE 
KEEL 
(FT) 
FRACT 
NORM COMMENTS 
1 CYL .72 20.00 110123 430.2 50.0M 1.00 UP SPAR 
2 CYL 2.1. 7 1.67 .7240 1006 39.16 1.00 RES BUOYANCY 
3 H CYL 20.00 .0268 2 3 1 , 0 301100 1•00 LBW SPAR WALL 
S CYL .67 P0 0 00 .1325 7.0 30.00 1.00 LOW SPAR FOAM 
5 H CYL 1.25 090 1.2657 87.8 20.25 1.00 ELECTRONICS 
6 S CYL 1.2S .03 1.6250 173.6 20002 1.00 BUOYANCY TANK 
7 H CYL .7, 19.93 en268 163.0 9.98 1.00 STEM WALL 8 S CYL $67 19.93 '3325 64.0 9.98 1.00 STEM WATER 
9 H CYL 1.25 4.00 •01.56 264.2 17,97 1.00 BUOYANCY TANK 
10 CYL 1.22 4.00 1.2500 4 , 2 17997 1400 BUOYANCY TANK 
11 H CYL 1.25 .02 1.2657 173.6 15.96 1.00 BUOYANCY TANK 
12 CYL 1.25 6.00 •niO4 201.9 12.94 1.00 WATER BALLAST 
13 H CYL 1.23 6.00 10.552 64.0 12.94 1.00 WATER BALLAST 
1 4 H CYL 1025 .03 1.2657 173.6 9.92 1.00 WATER BALLAST 
15 
16 
H 
S 
CYL 
CYL 
1.2S 
4.00 
.28 
.04 
1.2657 
2.0000 
500°0 
/7306 
.1A 
.02 
1.00 
1+00 
LOW SOLID BALC 
DAMPER PL 
CHECK FOR BUOYANCY 
	 BUOY WEIGHT * 
	 6337.3 LBSM 
	
WATER DISPLACED * 	 6333.0 LBSM 
NATURAL PER/OD • 11.030 SECONDS 
LOCATION BE BUOY CENTER BE GRAVITY • 
	 13.38 FEET ABOVE KEEL 
LeCATIBN SF BUOY CENTER OF BUOYANCY • 
	 14.82 FEET ABOVE KEEL 
LecATTeN OF BUOY mETACENTER • 	 14.82 FEET ABOVE KEEL 
• 
-71- 
RA9 
	 IS 
pER/$40 
TN 	 r)EGRFFS/Fe9T 
ANG FRrl 
'AVE 	 AMPLITUDE 
W.T PHASE T.P PHASE W. 	 PWASF AmP sprc 
18000 .52 54- 01 .937 930199 -172.701 ."79..9n8 .002 
Fe000 01 .431) 105 , 409 .17P.519 n 67.110 .054 
30000 •?n9E 0 1 .P71 1560680 .1726191 '156911 .388 
4.000 057F 01 ' 471 .154.364 .171.681 '326.045 1.384 
5, 000 .126F 1)1 .744 .144•112 .1 70'919 .315.011 2.975 
60nOn f1n5E. 01 .997 •141•00 .169.775 '310.778 1.914 
7 °00o .89PE on 1.277 .119•44Ri .167.995 '107.476 2.962 
-0n0o .785E on 1.666 .1180471 .164.999 .1o3.471 10155 
9, 000 .698F on 2.347 .1370698 .159.19' .296.890 .2on 
10enOn .628E on 3.894 .017.081 .144.491 .281.572 '011 
11000n .571F on 6.765 .116.486 .9P*417 "228.9n3 110On 
1Pon0o ,524E nn 1.867 .1160091 '34.656 .170.750 'Don 
13'000 .481F on 2.11 7 .135066? *180071 .153.733 .0on 
1 4 000n .449E on 1.192 .135'310 "11.739 -147.049 sOnn 
15•nOo .419F on 1.012 .115.076 "8 , 502 -143.578 .0on 
16.00o .39qE on .781 .114.818 .6.560 1, 141.178 .00n 
1 7 •00o .370F On .631 .134•512 .5.275 .119087 .00n 
18e.nOn :349E On 092n -114;549 k a 1 r_ "1181)915 'Cron 
lqin00 .131E 00 .44o .114.362 .3.693 '138.055 .On 
20000n .114E on .178 •134.416 "3.177 .137.61.3 'Ono 
21 , 000 .299E on .331 .133090 "2.770 .136.760 •Onn 
22•00o •Pg6E om .291 .111 , 822 .2.441 "13.6 .263 onn 
23 , n00 .271F 0^ .258 .134.176 -2.172 .136.148 'Ono 
24snoo 
.262E On .231 .0.14.045 "1.947 .135.991 'Ono 
25•000 .251F on .209 .113'962 01.758 .135.720 'Don 
26 , 00o .24PE n" .19n .113.862 "1.596 *135.458 'Con 
2 7 000n .213E on .175 .111,065 01.457 .114.522 Ono 
28/000 .2P4E on .161 .113.212 "1.336 .134,948 •Onn 
29•000 .217E 00 .148 
-113.087 "1.23n "134.318 •Onn 
30"00o ,2o9F on .139 .112.111 "1,137 •113.248 *Ono 
31'000 .2o1E On .128 "112.61 .1.054 40.330o6 'Ono 
32•00n .196E On .111 "135 4, 0O2 ..98t '135.982 •Onn 
3 3, 00o .190E on .11 2 -111.791 m.915 '1326706 •Oon 
34.00n 0185F on .101 .112s5o2 w.856 "1336157 One) 
354100n 0180E On .096 "112055 '133.757 'Con 
16.000 .175F nn ,r38 .113006 p.754 '1346060 •Onn 
3 7 0n00 .170E om .081 .115.979 .41710 '136.689 •Onn 
38 , 00n .16E. 0^ .0 77 .119.163 ...669 "135.832 •Onn 
39 , 000 .161E nn .074 .115.004 .1.632 '135.636 •Onn 
40'000 On .06 7 .116.248 0.599 "136.847 'Ono 
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RMS 9F wAVE sPEcTaum g. 	 1.712 FEET 
PReBABLF AmELITUDF 
5F WAVE 	 1.225 FEET 
FRACTIHN Hr 
LARGEST 	 AVrRAGF 
AMPLITUDES 	 WAVE 
CeNsippR0 	 AmPLITUDE 
I 
T 
I 
T 
NumBER 
er WAVES 
EXPECTED 
WAVE 
MAX! MUM 
AMPLITUDE 
.010 	 4.087 f 50 3.673 
.1.0(1 
	
1.118 100 3 , 950 
.331 	 P.453 500 4.5p2 
.500 	 2.176 I 1000 4.816 
1.000 
	
itv15 I 10000 5.423 
iOn000 6.012 
RMS OE RFSP5NSF SPECTRUM 1.534 DEG 
PR8BABLE AMPLITUDF 
AF ReLL REsPHNSE P 1.085 DEG 
AMPLITUDES OF R5LL 	 ARE 	 IN ( )EGREFS 
FRACTIHN AF AVERAGE EXPECTED 
LARGEST P5LL ReLL 
AmPLITuDp's AmPOTOr ! NUMBER MAXIMUM 
CeNSIDERF,- D RE.PeNSE 
	 ! HE WAVES AMPLITUDE 
.010 
 50 3.253 
•100 1 .762 ! 100 3.49P 
.331 2 .173 ! 500 4.004 
.500 1.9p7 ! 1000 4.265 
1.000 1 .159 ! 10000 4.802 
10n000 5.324 
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